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Blast Victim Widows Begin Suit For Damages

A blast victim widow has filed suit in Federal court in New York for damages to her husband. The widow, a former resident of Hawthorne, was injured in the blast. The suit seeks $1 million in damages.

Leap Year Infant Born To James Smith Family

Capt. Gresdo Addresses Students About Vietnam

Resident Gites Reports About H.S. Accreditation Situation Blown Out Of Proportion

Helen Van Wyk To Exhibit In April 12 and 14

Terry Graduates From Institute Credit School

Knights Announce Essay Winners

Residences to Entertain at Cancer Kickoff Dinner

Zimmer Company Has Anniversary

Meeting To Sponsor Annual Citrus to Media

Face Hurdles To College?
A SOLID, UNITING FORCE FOR YOUR TOWN!

HAMILTON APPLIANCE CO.
199 MARKET ST.
PATERSON

2 BIG REASONS why this new Whirlpool 2-Speed Dryer REDUCES IRONING

If you don't use Zip Code who is left holding the bag?

You are.

HAMILTON APPLIANCE CO.
199 MARKET ST.
PATERSON

GO GAS HEAT

Here's the combination that gives real heating comfort...

Natural Gas and the American Standard Gas Boiler

- 100% efficient heating
- Makes your home comfortable
- Savings over electric heating

FABER PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
HEATING SYSTEMS INSTALLED

227 DIAMOND BRIDGE AVE
TELEPHONE 307-3012
HAWTHORNE, N.J.
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Fun For Foul Weather

The weather turned foul this week,
But that didn't stop the fun. People
Enjoyed the outdoor activities
during this unexpected change.

Women's Auxiliary

The Hawthorne Press is proud to
support the Women's Auxiliary,
which organized a successful
fundraising event.

Porch Local

Residents around the block
shared stories and laughter,
strengthening their community.

Accreditation Questioned

A recent report questioned the
accreditation of local institutions,
leading to discussions among
residents.

Middle States Officially Notifies
Superintendent Of May I Report

Middle States has officially
notified the superintendent
about the importance of May 1.

Legion Announces Delegates
For Jersey Girls State

The Legion has announced
the delegation for the Jersey
Girls State event.

Annual GOP Installation
Dinner Set For April 19

The GOP is hosting its annual
installation dinner on April 19.

Junior Women Work For Brain-Injured

Junior Women have volunteered
their time to assist with brain
injured individuals.

Rug & Carpet Cleaning

Rugs and carpets are meticulously
cleaned, ensuring a fresh start.

Magic Mirror Beauty Salon

Offering hair styling services,
providing a touch of elegance.

See Singer: What's the bullet of the St. Patrick's Day? You...

A local singer performs,
entertaining the audience.

The Hawthorne YMCA
Has Openings In Spring Programs

With spring around the corner,
the YMCA offers new
opportunities.

Tina Falow's Divorce

A recent divorce case
caused local headlines.
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Innovations in Business Cards

Complete Commercial Printing in Your Own Neighborhood Call 602-6388

Mrs. Hopper Honored For Cancer Work

Mrs. Hopper's dedication
was celebrated for her
work in cancer research.

Roland Hurler Awarded Life Membership In Elks

Roland Hurler was
recognized with the life
membership in Elks.
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